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2-Point Rubric—Short Response 

Score Response Features 

2 Point The features of a 2-point response are 

• Valid inferences and/or claims from the text where required by the prompt 
• Evidence of analysis of the text where required by the prompt 
• Relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to 

develop response according to the requirements of the prompt 
• Sufficient number of facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information 

from the text as required by the prompt 
• Complete sentences where errors do not impact readability 

1 Point The features of a 1-point response are 

• A mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text as required by the prompt 
• Some relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the 

text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt 
• Incomplete sentences or bullets 

0 Point* The features of a 0-point response are 

• A response that does not address any of the requirements of the prompt or is totally 
inaccurate 

• A response that is not written in English 
• A response that is unintelligible or indecipherable 

•	 If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no 
higher than a 1. 
* Condition Code A is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire 

constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted). 
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New York State Grades 6–8 Writing Evaluation Rubric
	

CRITERIA CCLS 
SCORE 

4 
Essays at this level: 

3 
Essays at this level: 

2 
Essays at this level: 

1 
Essays at this level: 

0* 
Essays at this level: 

CONTENT AND ANALYSIS: —clearly introduce a topic in — clearly introduce a topic —introduce a topic in —introduce a topic in a —demonstrate a lack of 
the extent to which the essay a manner that is compelling in a manner that follows a manner that follows manner that does not comprehension of the 
conveys ideas and information W.2 and follows logically from from the task and purpose generally from the task and logically follow from the text(s) or task 
clearly and accurately in order to the task and purpose purpose task and purpose 
support analysis of topics or text R.1–9 —demonstrate insightful 

analysis of the text(s) 

—demonstrate grade-
appropriate analysis of the 
text(s) 

—demonstrate a literal 
comprehension of the 
text(s) 

—demonstrate little 
understanding of the text(s) 

COMMAND OF EVIDENCE: —develop the topic with —develop the topic with —partially develop the topic —demonstrate an attempt —provide no evidence or 
the extent to which the essay relevant, well-chosen relevant facts, definitions, of the essay with the use to use evidence, but only provide evidence that is 
presents evidence from the facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other of some textual evidence, develop ideas with minimal, completely irrelevant 
provided text to support analysis 
and reflection W.2 

R.1–8 

details, quotations, or other 
information and examples 
from the text(s) 
—sustain the use of varied, 
relevant evidence 

information and examples 
from the text(s) 

—sustain the use of relevant 
evidence, with some lack of 
variety 

some of which may be 
irrelevant 

—use relevant evidence 
with inconsistency 

occasional evidence which 
is generally invalid or 
irrelevant 

COHERENCE, ORGANIZATION, AND —exhibit clear organization, —exhibit clear organization, —exhibit some attempt —exhibit little attempt at —exhibit no evidence of 
STYLE: with the skillful use of with the use of appropriate at organization, with organization, or attempts organization 
the extent to which the essay appropriate and varied transitions to create a inconsistent use of to organize are irrelevant to 
logically organizes complex ideas, transitions to create a unified whole transitions the task 
concepts, and information using unified whole and enhance 
formal style and precise language meaning 

—establish and maintain a 
—establish and maintain a 
formal style using precise 

—establish but fail to 
maintain a formal style, with 

—lack a formal style, using 
language that is imprecise 

—use language that is 
predominantly incoherent 

W.2 formal style, using grade- language and domain- inconsistent use of language or inappropriate for the or copied directly from the 

L.3 appropriate, stylistically 
sophisticated language and 

specific vocabulary and domain-specific 
vocabulary 

text(s) and task text(s) 

L.6 domain-specific vocabulary 
with a notable sense of 
voice 

—provide a concluding 
statement or section that 
is compelling and follows 
clearly from the topic and 
information presented 

—provide a concluding 
statement or section that 
follows from the topic and 
information presented 

—provide a concluding 
statement or section that 
follows generally from 
the topic and information 
presented 

—provide a concluding 
statement or section that 
is illogical or unrelated to 
the topic and information 
presented 

—do not provide a 
concluding statement or 
section 

CONTROL OF CONVENTIONS: —demonstrate grade- —demonstrate grade- —demonstrate emerging —demonstrate a lack of —are minimal, making 
the extent to which the essay W.2 appropriate command of appropriate command of command of conventions, command of conventions, assessment of conventions 
demonstrates command of the 
conventions of standard English L.1 conventions, with few errors conventions, with occasional 

errors that do not hinder 
with some errors that may 
hinder comprehension 

with frequent errors that 
hinder comprehension 

unreliable 

grammar, usage, capitalization, L.2 comprehension 
punctuation, and spelling 

• If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 2. 
• If the student writes only a personal response and makes no reference to the text(s), the response can be scored no higher than a 1. 
• Responses totally unrelated to the topic, illegible, or incoherent should be given a 0. 
• A response totally copied from the text(s) with no original student writing should be scored a 0. 

* Condition Code A is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
36 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
The author begins the section “How to Study a Bee Brain” by noting that it is difficult enough for scientists to study 
the human mind, and of course humans can communicate through language, so it is even more difficult to study how 
the brain of a bee works. In the rest of the section, the author provides information and quotations from scientist Clint 
Perry, who has studied how bees think, in order to explain how scientists approach this challenge. In paragraph 5, 
the reader learns that Perry “says studying bees is not that different from studying other animals.” The author then 
quotes Perry explaining how studies of bees, like studies of other animals, are often designed to learn about how 
bees think by observing their behavior in controlled experiments. Paragraph 6 describes a particular experiment 
and explains that “most experiments with bees involve training them to go to a particular spot to find a reward.” 
So in conclusion, the section provides information from a scientist who is an expert on how bees think, including a 
description of a particular type of experiment through which scientists can learn about how bees think by watching 
their behavior in controlled conditions. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
36 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses the section “How to 
Study a Bee Brain” to describe how scientists overcome a challenge in studying bee brains (by explaining 
each challenge and how the scientist overcame each problem). The response provides evidence of analysis 
and a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (One 
problem that the scientist meet was that the bee could not communicate to humans. So scientist couldn’t, 
“ask them a question and get an answer.” and they solved this problem by designing a test that would be 
able to allow the scientist to see the bee’s brain in action. In the article, it states that, “In one experiment, 
Perry-gave bees a choice bettween landing on a spot above a black bar or a spot below it.”). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
 
36 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses the section “How 
to Study a Bee Brain” to describe how scientists overcome a challenge in studying bee brains (by testing 
the bees and their reactions). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text 
for support as required by the prompt (For the first test, Clint Perry, a scientist working at Queen Mary 
University of London, gives bees a “choice between landing on a spot above a black bar or a spot below 
it” and in some experiments scientists may use the bees “even learn to go through mazes”). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
36 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses the section “How to 
Study a Bee Brain” to describe how scientists overcome a challenge in studying bee brains (by presenting 
a problem and the scientists solution). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from 
the text for support as required by the prompt (scientist use a helpful fact that bees like sugar and used 
sugar to experiment on them). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 

36 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses the section “How to 
Study a Bee Brain” to describe how scientists overcome a challenge in studying bee brains (by designing 
experiments to study the bees); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from the text for 
support (“For example for one experiment, Perry gave bees a choice between landing on a spot above 
a black bar or a spot below it. If they landed above the bar, they would find a delicios sugary drink. if 
they chose the spot below the black bar, they found a nasty-tasting bitter liquid”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
 

36 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“A major difficulty is designing an experiment that will actually test what we want.”; “Bees like 
sugar”; “This fact can be very helpful when designing experiments to study bees.”); however, the response 
does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses the section “How to Study a 
Bee Brain” to describe how scientists overcome a challenge in studying bee brains. This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 
36 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one relevant fact from the text for support (they study a bees Brain by watching 
it for a long time). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the author 
uses the section “How to Study a Bee Brain” to describe how scientists overcome a challenge in studying
bee brains. This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 
36 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (individual bees don’t have much 
going on in the mental department-or so science has always thought. what would you expect from a single 
bee anyways). 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 
36 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (In “The Hive Mind” by Avery 
Elizabeth Hurt, the author uses the section “How to Study a Bee Brain” to decribe how scientists overvome 
a challenge in studying bee brains). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 

37 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
In “The Hive Mind,” the author claims that bees are smarter than they appear, and also that they can think about 
their own thinking. Paragraph 10 provides evidence for this idea by explaining how bees performed in scientist Clint 
Perry’s experiment: “With their behavior,” says Perry, “the bees were telling us if they ‘did know’ or if they ‘didn’t 
know.’” The bees avoided the test if they weren’t sure if they would receive a reward. In paragraph 11, the author 
strengthens the argument that bees have metacognition by discussing the kind of test scientists use to check for this 
in other species. She suggests that dismissing bee behavior as merely instinct isn’t a consistent conclusion to draw 
from the study. She says, “We look for metacognition in other animals based on tests very similar to this one.” The 
author also mentions that both dolphins and rats are believed to have metacognition based on their behaviors on the 
same types of tests, so we should reach the same conclusion about bees. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
37 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraphs 10 and 11 provide 
support for the author’s claim that bees have metacognition (by comparing them to ourselves and other 
mammals). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (‘ If you had the choice, you might choose to skip a history test on a day when you 
hadn’t studied and take it on a day when you were better prepared. In the same way, the bees seemed to 
make a decision based on what they thought their chances were of “passing” the test.” This explains how 
bees sort of think like humans and “ But here’s the thing: we look for metacognition in other animals based 
on testsver similar to this one. If dolphins and rats are in the metacognition club, then bees should be let 
in too.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
 
37 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraphs 10 and 11 provide 
support for the author’s claim that bees have metacognition (by showing how the bees do the same thing 
an animal with metacognition does). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from 
the text for support as required by the prompt (“With thier behavior, says Perry, “The bees were telling 
us if they ‘did know’ or if they ‘didn’t know’ and Our results show that bees use their uncertainty to guide 
their decisions, which is considered a basic form of metacognition.”). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
37 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraphs 10 and 11 provide 
support for the author’s claim that bees have metacognition (by comparing the bees to other species).
The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“If rats and dolphins are in the metacognition club, then bees should be let in too.” and “… we 
look for metacognition in other animals based on tests very similar to this one.”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 
37 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraphs 10 and 11 provide support 
for the author’s claim that bees have metacognition (by showing a decision that they made); however, this 
response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Our results show that bees use 
their uncertenty to guide their decisions). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not 
impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
 

37 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response is a mostly literal recounting of details from the text (“that bees use their uncertainty to 
guide their decisions.”; “bees seemed to make a decision based on what they thought their chances were 
of passing the test.”; “We look for metacognition in other animals based on tests very similar to this one. If 
dolphins and bats are in the metacognition club, then bees should be too.”). The response does not provide 
a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraphs 10 and 11 provide support for the author’s claim 
that bees have metacognition. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 
37 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (“ our results show that bees use 
their uncertaintly to guide their decisions , which is considerd a basic from of metacogniton); however,
no valid inference from the text is provided to explain how paragraphs 10 and 11 provide support for the 
author’s claim that bees have metacognition. This response includes complete sentences where errors do 
not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 

37 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (pargraphs 10 and 11 support the 
authers claim by twlling us that disde what to do everyt day just like us. they also have wierd behavoir 
change depending on what they picked to do and what not to do). 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 

37 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is unintelligible (The way 
the bee’s have metacognition is the simply opt out . Itstates “ simply opting out of the task because of 
an upleasent association.” This provides thery some bees should be let in just like dolphins It stats, “If 
dolphins and rats are in the metacogni ther bees should betoo  JK.). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 

38 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
In paragraph 1, the author first introduces the idea that many readers and scientists have long believed—that an 
individual bee is unintelligent. This helps set up her later argument that bees “aren’t quite the dimwitted robots we’ve 
imagined for so long.” Hurt opens her article by addressing a common viewpoint: “But even though they are pretty 
impressive as a group, individual bees don’t have much going on in the mental department—or so science has always 
thought.” Then in paragraph 3 she states “Individually, they have mental skills that may rival or outdo those of many 
mammals.” This shows she is attempting to prove bees are smarter than we think. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
38 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author responds to the viewpoint 
presented in paragraph 1 that an individual bee is unintelligent (by foreshadowing that science has found 
out the opposite and by explaining that they are intelligent). The response provides a sufficient number 
of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Even though they are pretty 
impressive as a group, individual bees don’t have much going in the mental department-or so science has 
thought.” This shows the foreshadowing that the author has put into paly and “The bees seemed to make 
a decision on what they thought their chances were of ‘passing’ the test...results show that bees use their 
uncertainty to guide their decisions, which is considered a basic form of metacognition.”). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
 
38 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author responds to the viewpoint 
presented in paragraph 1 that an individual bee is unintelligent (by stating information about how a 
bee is actually intelligent through the rest of the passage). The response provides a sufficient number of 
concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Our results show that bees use their 
uncertainty to guide their decisions, which is considered a basic form of metacognition.” and “Perry 
found that bees avoided the test when it was difficult and gave it a try when it was easy.”). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
38 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author responds to the viewpoint 
presented in paragraph 1 that an individual bee is unintelligent (by saying that bees are smarter than you 
think). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required
by the prompt (“Members of a bee hive aren’t quite the dim-witted robots we’ve imagined for so long,” 
and “They have mental skills that may rival or outdo those of many mammals,”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 

38 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author responds to the viewpoint 
presented in paragraph 1 that an individual bee is unintelligent (The viewpoint that an individual bee is 
unintelligent is questioned by the author); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from 
the text for support (“or so science has always thought.”). This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
 
38 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author responds to the viewpoint 
presented in paragraph 1 that an individual bee is unintelligent (The bee is not unintelligent); however, the
response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support. This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 

38 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

The response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Bees can do surprising 
things with their tiny brains. Individually, they have mental skills that may rival or outdo those of many 
mammals.”); however, no valid inference from the text is provided to explain how the author responds 
to the viewpoint presented in paragraph 1 that an individual bee is unintelligent. This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 

38 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt [The author responds by giving 
details about the hive as a whole instead of just one bee. He talks about how the bees cooperate and work 
together. “A colony of bees is like one big brain.” the author says in paragraph 2. He talks about how the 
bees have small brains but that they are able to perform tasks as a whole. “It’s only by working together 
as a colony that bees manage to pull off the impressive feats they are so well known for.” (p2)]. 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 

38 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (In the article “The Hive Mind” the 
author responds to the view point presented in paragraph 1 that an individual bee is unintelligent by going 
forward and doing research). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
39 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
The simile comparing the boat to a bucking broncho reinforces the tense mood. The boat “pranced and reared, and 
plunged like an animal” repeatedly over “walls of water” (paragraph 9). The author’s extended comparison calls 
to mind the intense focus that is required of someone riding a wild animal, along with the nervous excitement of 
those watching the rider. The simile gives the reader a sense of the constant danger posed by the waves as the boat 
“would slide, and race, and splash down a long incline, and arrive bobbing and nodding in front of the next menace” 
(paragraph 9). 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1                       Additional
 
39 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the extended simile in paragraph 9 
affects the mood of “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (creates a tense mood by highlighting the danger the 
men were in). The response provides evidence of analysis and a sufficient number of concrete details from 
the text for support as required by the prompt (the small boat “pluged like an animal”. The word “animal” 
which is usually associated with something being wild illustrates that the boat extremely unstable which 
put the lives of the men on it, at risk and The small boat was like a “horse making at a fence outrageously 
high”. just like when the horse trying to jump the high fence, the mood is intensified in this situation 
because you know there is an unlikely chance the peopleon the boat will make it). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2
 
39 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the extended simile in paragraph 
9 affects the mood of “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (the simile announced the change of mood and it 
let the reader know that it was no longer a peaceful mood). The response provides evidence of analysis 
and a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“The craft 
pranced and reared, and plunged like an animal.” From this, the calm conversation of the men changed 
to a mood of fear and “She seemed like a horse making at a fence outrageously high.” The mood started 
to get more, serious as the describing of what happened to the ship continued). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 



 

     

  

GUIDE PAPER 3
 
39 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the extended simile in paragraph 
9 affects the mood of “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (by giving it a violent out of control feeling). The 
response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (it “pranced and reared, and plunged like an animal” and He also compared the boats motion to 
a “horse making at a fence outrageously high”). This response includes complete sentences where errors 
do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 
39 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides valid inferences from the text to explain how the extended simile in paragraph 9 
affects the mood of “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (it makes you think that the boat is having trouble and 
It changes the mood to darker and more suspenceful); however, the response only provides one concrete 
detail from the text for support (“She seemed like a horse making at a fence outrageously high”). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
 
39 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“She seemed like a horse making at a fence outragesly high.”; “The manner of scramble over 
these walls and water”; “were requiring a new leap”); however, the response does not provide a valid 
inference from the text to explain how the extended simile in paragraph 9 affects the mood of “Excerpt 
from The Open Boat.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 

39 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

The response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“The craft Pranced and reared, 
and Plunged like an animal”). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain 
how the extended simile in paragraph 9 affects the mood of “Excerpt from The Open Boat.” This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 

39 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response is totally inaccurate (how he becomes very happy and mad). 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 

39 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The extended simlie in paraghraph 
9 affected the mood of the “Excerpt from The Open Boat” by the changing of the water in the sea and the 
death of the captian of the ship they were sailing). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
40 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
The central idea that nature can be an overwhelming force is conveyed through descriptions of the waves. In 
paragraph 2, the waves are described as “most wrongfully and barbarously abrupt and tall.” In paragraph 10, the 
author notes that “after successfully surmounting one wave you discover that there is another behind it just as 
important and just as nervously anxious to do something effective in the way of swamping boats.” These details 
show the overwhelming power of nature. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
40 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides valid inferences from the text to explain how the description of the setting develops 
a central idea in “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (unpredictable and even the sea can be dangerous). The 
response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“The craft pranced and reared, and plunged like an animal. As each wave came she rose for 
it, she seemed like a horse making at a fence outrageously high” and “—sea lies in the fact that after 
succesfully surmouting one wave, you discover that there is another behind it just as important and just as 
nervously anxious to do something effective in a way of swamping boats). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2
 
40 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the description of the setting develops 
a central idea in “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (the dangerous situations these men had to go through 
when in sea). The response provides evidence of analysis and a sufficient number of concrete details from 
the text for support as required by the prompt (“These waves were most wrongfully and barbarously 
abrupt and “Looked with both eyes at the six inches of gunwale which separated him from the ocean.” 
This highlights the great danger these people are facing since their protection from sinking is a small boat 
that is not too resistant). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 



 

  

GUIDE PAPER 3
 
40 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the description of the setting develops 
a central idea in “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (had no other option but to keep going). The response 
provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt 
(“grim” and “barbarously tall” to describe the ocean and its waves). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 

40 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the description of the setting develops 
a central idea in “Excerpt from The Open Boat” (allows the reader to understand a/the central idea. 
Without the setting the reader wouldn’t understand the conflict); however, the response only provides one 
concrete detail from the text for support (While the storm passes “their eyes must have glinted in strange 
ways”, when they noticed that the sea color had changed, meaning the storm was over). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
 
40 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by 
the prompt (“six inches of gunwale which seperated him from the ocean” and people on a boat in the sea, 
hearing and looking at everything special about it. For example, the waves crashing against the rocks 
and an oar, being ready to snap); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to 
explain how the description of the setting develops a central idea in “Excerpt from The Open Boat.” This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 
40 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“These waves were most 
wrongfully and barbarously abrupt and tall, and each froth-top was a problem in small boat navigation”).
The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the description of the setting 
develops a central idea in “Excerpt from The Open Boat.” This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 

40 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response is unintelligible (It help to show the Jenset, of story and share the holl story). 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 

40 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (It is the maim idea because the boat 
excerpt it, they talked most about the boat meaning is the main idea). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 

41 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
The lines “I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide / Is a wild call and a clear call that may 
not be denied” (from stanza 2) support the poem’s theme that the sea has a powerful appeal for those who have 
experienced it. The speaker suggests with these lines that those who have known life at sea keep coming back for 
more of “the vagrant gypsy life.” The repetition of the phrase “I must go down to the seas” at the beginning of each 
stanza also reinforces this theme. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
41 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides valid inferences from the text to explain how lines 5 and 6 of “Sea Fever” support a 
theme of the poem (that he is getting anxious to go back down to the sea again and cannot wait any longer 
for these “calls” keep trying to get him to go back). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete 
details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“ I must go down to the seas again, for the call 
of the running tide.” and “ Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied;”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
 
41 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 5 and 6 of “Sea Fever” support 
a theme of the poem (that the Author cannot resist the running Tide). The response provides a sufficient 
number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“I must go down to the 
sea again, for the call of the ru Tide,” and “Is a wild call and a clear call which cannot be denied.”). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
41 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 5 and 6 of “Sea Fever” support 
a theme of the poem (helps express the writters need to go to the ocean). The response provides a sufficient 
number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“i must go down to the 
seas again” and “A call the cant be denied”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do 
not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 

41 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 5 and 6 of “Sea Fever” support 
a theme of the poem (by showing that person has the need to go down the see); however, the response only 
provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Is a wild a call and a clear call that may not be 
denied”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
 
41 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide” and “Is a wild call and a clear 
call that may not be denied.”); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to 
explain how lines 5 and 6 of “Sea Fever” support a theme of the poem. This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 
41 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (i must go down to the seas again).
The response does not provide a valid inference to explain how lines 5 and 6 of “Sea Fever” support a 
theme of the poem. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 
41 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is not written in English (Ellos 
fueron ganando tienpo para averiguar que le estaba pasando a muchas presonas que estaban teniendo 
problesmas de control y esas cosas). 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 

41 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is totally inaccurate (it supports 
the theme because Maybe line 5 and 6 are talking about how he lost a loved one by a tide but he does not 
believe it). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
42 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
The speaker’s love of the ocean is revealed through his descriptions of sea life. The reader understands the speaker 
to be a man who is drawn to every aspect of the sea. He wants to wander, to live “the vagrant gypsy life” enjoyed 
by sea creatures such as the seagull and the whale. He likes to feel the “flung spray” and the wind “like a whetted 
knife.” These details help the reader understand that the sea holds a powerful appeal for the speaker. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
42 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides valid inferences from the text to explain what lines 7 through 11 reveal about the 
speaker in “Sea Fever” (has been to the Sea before and the speaker misses the feeling of being on a ship 
in the sea). The response provides evidence of analysis and a sufficient number of concrete details from 
the text for support as required by the prompt (“And all I ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying, 
And the flung spray and the blown spume, and the seagulls crying.” This quotes shows how the speaker 
wants to go back to the ocean and its familiar surroundings and “ I must go down to the seas again, to the 
vagrant gypsy life, To the gull’s way and the whale’s way where the wind’s like a whetted knife; And all I 
ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow-rover.”This quotes shows how the speaker traces the details 
of his past experience on the sea, and how he wishes to be there again). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
 
42 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what lines 7 through 11 reveal about the 
speaker in “Sea Fever” (the author is passionate about the sea). The response provides a sufficient number 
of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt [“all I ask is a windy day with the 
white clouds flying.” and (“I must go down to the seas again”)]. This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
42 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what lines 7 through 11 reveal about 
the speaker in “Sea Fever” (the ochen is where she is happy). The response provides a sufficient number 
of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“All I ask for is a windy day with 
the white clouds flying” and “And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow-rover”). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 

42 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what lines 7 through 11 reveal about the 
speaker in “Sea Fever” (the speaker enjoys being down at the sea); however, the response only provides 
one concrete detail from the text for support (“and all i can ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying, 
and the flung spray and the blown spume, and the sea-gulls crying”). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
 

42 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what lines 7 through 11 reveal about the 
speaker in “Sea Fever” (the author has been to the sea before and wants to go back); however, the response 
does not provide two concrete details from the text for support. This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 

42 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

The response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“I must go down the the sea’s 
agen”). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain what lines 7 through 11 
reveal about the speaker in “Sea Fever.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do not 
impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 

42 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response is totally inaccurate [That the author is sleeping. “She’s saying “And all I ask is for a merry 
yarn (story) from a laughing fellow -rover”]. 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 

42 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response is totally inaccurate [Lines 7 through 11 reveal that the speaker in “Sea Fever” does not like 
going down to the sea. According to the text, “And all I ask is a windy day with white clouds flying, And 
the flung spray and the blown spume, and the sea-gulls crying”(7). The text also states, “I must go down 
tothe sea again, to the vagrant gypsy life, To the gull’s wayand the whale’s way where the wind’s like a 
whetted knife; And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow-rover”(9). These two lines from the 
text show that the speaker doesn’t like to go down to the sea. And as you can see, the speaker goes down 
to the sea a lot]. 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 

43 

Page 73
 



Possible Exemplary Response: 
The point of view toward the ocean in “Excerpt from The Open Boat” differs from the point of view toward the ocean 
in “Sea Fever.” In “Excerpt from The Open Boat” the ocean is conveyed as relentless through the endless motion 
of waves the men battle as they make their way toward land. However, in “Sea Fever,” the ocean is captivating the 
attention of the speaker who longs to go back to the sea.  

In “Excerpt from The Open Boat,” the ocean is the enemy and is characterized as relentless and unforgiving. Each 
wave is described as “the next menace.” In paragraph 10, each wave is described as its own thing to be conquered 
independent of the one just conquered. “As each slaty wall of water approached, it shut all else from view.” It seemed 
like the “final outburst of the ocean, the last effort of the grim water” came presumably to kill the occupants of the 
boat. The ocean is described as having a “terrible grace” that comes in “silence, save for the snarling of the crests.” 
The ocean is indifferent to the four sailors in the boat. Its merciless activity is unrelenting and unforgiving. 

In “Sea Fever” the point of view toward the ocean is that it is so alluring, one can’t be kept away from it. The speaker 
says, “I must go down to the sea again.” It is “a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied.” This is in spite 
of the loneliness and grayness of the sea. The speaker describes the “windy days” with the “clouds flying” and the 
“flung spray” and “blown spume and sea-gull crying” as something desirable and irresistible. The final lines make 
the scope of the speaker’s desire clear: for the speaker, the chance to spend time on the water is the only thing wished 
for before death. 

To conclude, both texts have different points of view that affect how they view the ocean. While the men view the 
ocean as a fierce and endless ride over the high waves, in “Sea Fever,” the speaker’s view of the ocean is one of 
contentment and nostalgia. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 4-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1a
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GUIDE PAPER 1b
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GUIDE PAPER 1c
 

Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the 
task and purpose (The sea is a deep, blue place that everyone knows exists. However, people interperet 
in drastically different ways. To some, it is a mysteriously dangerous place that has no mercy on ships. 
Other people say it is a calming, happy place where fish and dolphins swim in its waves. The Excerpt 
from The Open Boat” and “Sea Fever” perfectly conveys these opinions). The response demonstrates 
insightful analysis of the texts (In the story “Excerpt from The Open Boat”, its point of view depicts the 
Sea as a perilious and blood thirsty place, waiting to sink their small boat; These stanzas demonstrate 
that the sea is a positive place to be in; In the story “Excerp from The Open Boat”, we see that the author 
and character doesn’t see the ocean as a happy place. However, “Sea Fever” conveys the idea that the 
sea is a wonderful and relaxing place to be). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant, 
well-chosen details from the texts (“The horizon narrowed and widened, and dipped and rose, and at all 
times its edge was jagged with waves that seemed to thrust up in points like rocks.”; The craft pranced and 
reared, and plunged like a wild animal. As each wave came and she rose for it, she seemed like a horse 
making at a fence outrageously”; “I must go down to the sea again,”; “And quiet sleep and a sweet dream 
when the long trips over.”). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions 
to create a unified whole (However, To some, Other people say, For example, In addition, In stanza, Both 
texts). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of stylistically sophisticated language 
and domain-specific vocabulary with a notable sense of voice (a deep, blue place; mysteriously dangerous 
place; a perilious and blood thirsty; wonderful and relaxing).The response provides a concluding statement 
that follows from the topic and information presented (The both effect our vision of what the ocean is like, 
whether good or bad). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few 
errors (interperet and perilious). 
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   GUIDE PAPER 2a                    Additional
 
43 
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GUIDE PAPER 2b Additional
 

Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the 
task and purpose (Both articles have different attitudes towards the ocean. While the first passage, is 
hesitant and uncertain about the ocean’s ways. The poem shows a welcoming attitude toward the ocean, 
as if it is a place where they feel comfortable. Crane conveys a feeling of uncertainty by constantly 
describing the men’s feelings. Masefield develops an idea of being comfortable by expressing their 
need to go to the ocean). The response demonstrates insightful analysis of the texts (The two authors 
have different attitudes towards the ocean, one is uncertain while the other is calm; The men don’t 
really trust the ocean because they don’t know what is coming towards them except for more rigorous 
waves; The narrrator feels comfortable with the ocean; Usually when a person describes a place like 
the author talks about the ocean, they must feel really peaceful there; Crane and Masefield show their 
attitude towards the ocean by describing what the characters are feeling and by naming things related 
to the ocean; When an author says that a persons’s face looks grey, it is because they are frightened 
or extremely tired; the narrator sees the ocean as an inviting place). The topic is developed with 
the sustained use of relevant details from the texts (“The faces of the men must have been grey...The 
process of the breaking day was unknown to them.”; “I must go down to the seas again...And quiet 
sleep.”; “The faces of the men must have been grey.”; “I must go down to the seas again, for the call 
of the running tide.”). Clear organization is exhibited by the use of appropriate transitions to create 
a unified whole (While the first, one is uncertain while the other is, For instance, As a conclusion). A 
formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-
specific vocabulary (hesitant and uncertain, welcoming attitude, expressing their need, rigorous 
waves, frightened or extremely tired). The response provides a concluding statement that is compelling 
and follows clearly from the topic and information presented (As a conclusion, the two authors have 
different attitudes on the ocean and they show it differently. While the first author, shows his dislike 
. . . on the ocean). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few 
errors (narrrator, showing thier disliked, to show their perspective). 
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GUIDE PAPER 3a
 

43 
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GUIDE PAPER 3b
 

Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The 
authors’ point of view towards the ocean differs from Stephen Crane’s “Excerpt from The Open Boat” 
and John Masefield’s “Sea Fever” They both talk about the ocean and they both have very different 
opinions about it. Crane’s work fears the ocean, while Masefield’s longs to see it). The response 
demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the texts (This makes the ocean seem more sinister and 
deadly; This line makes it seem as if the crew may die at the hands of the ocean; “Sea Fever” by John 
Masefield has a character that longs to sail in the ocean). The topic is developed with the sustained 
use of relevant, well-chosen details from the texts (“There was a terrible grace in the move of the 
waves, and they came in silence, save for the snarling of the crests”; “They were only aware of this 
effect upon the colou of the waves that rolled toward them”; “I must go down to the seas again, to the 
lonely sea and the sky...”; “I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide...”). Clear 
organization is exhibited by the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (It also says, 
This line means, In conclusion, because). A formal style is established and maintained through the use 
of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary ( fears the ocean, meet their end by the hands of 
it, sinister and deadly, very fond of, longs to sail). The response provides a concluding statement that 
follows clearly from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, The works of John Masefield 
and Stephen Crane both talk about the ocean but they differ because they have different points of 
view, Crane’s work fears the ocean, while the work of Masefield is fond of the ocean). The response 
demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4a
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GUIDE PAPER 4b
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GUIDE PAPER 4c
 

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task 
and purpose (In “Excerpt from The Open Boat”, it has an attitude toward the way the ocean is, it conveys 
to us that the ocean is dangerous and to be safe when sailing. However, in the poem “Sea Fever”, the point 
of view toward the ocean is better, it conveys to us that the ocean is calm and can soothe you). The response 
demonstrates insightful analysis of the texts (“Excerpt from The Open Boat” has shown the attitude that 
the ocean is a very dangerous place and that you should  try to be safe when sailing; This shows the 
readers that the text has a point of view that it is dangerous to sail without percaution; This explains that 
the text conveys that it is not easy to sail in the ocean, there are costs; “Sea Fever” has a different point 
of view though, it says you get payed by sailing with calm and soothness of relaxing; the oceans waves are 
something you can’t say no to, you must go and be with it; You can get a thrilling tale to tell others about so 
they can enjoy, you get many good things from sailing). The topic is developed with relevant details from 
the texts (“A singular disadvantage of the sea lies in the fact that after succesfully surmounting one wave 
you discover that there is another behind it just as important and just as nervously anxious to do something 
effective… in the way of swamping boats.”; “The injured captain…even the bravest and most enduring… 
the army loses.”; “Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied.”; “a merry yarn from a laughing 
fellow rover.”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create 
a unified whole (However, In the text, This shows the readers that, This explains that, though, According 
to, This quote shows). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of precise language 
and domain-specific vocabulary (attitude, dangerous and to be safe, calm and can soothe you, sail without 
percaution, a thrilling tale to tell). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information 
presented (The text has a POV that the ocean, if sailing, will come to a cost. However the Poem says the 
outcome of sailing will be very awarding for the cost). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate
command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (percaution, you get 
payed by sailing with calm and soothnenss of relaxing, punctuation). 
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GUIDE PAPER 5a                       Additional
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GUIDE PAPER 5b                       Additional
 

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points) 

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The attitude 
towards the ocean in both texts were really different and The different attitudes toward the ocean is 
conveyed in each text by the wording). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the 
texts (In “Excerpt from The Open Boat,” the men hated the ocean because they were lost; They have a 
negative feeling for the sea; In “Sea Fever,” the narrator wants to go down to the sea; This is significant 
because it indicates that the person wants to go to the sea where it is loney; This sentence shows that the 
guy if frusturated because he is in this small boat in the middle of the sea; This is significant because the 
words like, “whetted knife” show how the narrator is feeling; These words show that the narrator wants 
to go to the sea to die). The topic is developed with relevant details from the texts (“The correspondent, 
pulling at the other oar, watched the waves and wondered why he was there; “I must do down to the seas 
again, to the lonely sea and the sky.”; “Excerpt from The Open Boat” states, “Often he said: ‘Gawd! 
That was a narrow clip.”; “To the gull’s way and the whale’s way where the wind’s like a whetted 
knife.”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a 
unified whole (both texts, This shows that, because, in each text, For example, This sentence shows). 
A formal style is established and maintained through the use of precise language and domain-specific 
vocabulary (negative feeling for the sea, where it is lonely, states some negative things, by the wording).
No concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of 
conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (loney, different attitudes toward 
the ocean is conveyed, frusturated). 
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GUIDE PAPER 6a
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GUIDE PAPER 6b
 

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The attitude 
of the ocean in “Excerpt from The Open Boat” is different from the attitude of the ocean in “Sea Fever.” 
In “Excerpt from The Open Boat,” the sea is seen as frantic and scary. In “Sea Fever” the sea is seen 
as calm. Several lines from each story contribute to the attitudes present in the story). The response 
demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (The men were not able to focus and were not confident 
in the boat; Also the waves contribute to the scary attitude; In “Sea Fever,” the ocean is seen as calm; 
The narrator made the sea seem calm and the gray skys seem better than they may actually be; This 
allows us to make and inference that the narrator enjoys windy and cloudy days in the ocean). The topic 
is developed with relevant details from the texts (“The horizon narrowed and widened, and dipped and 
rose, and at all times its edge was jagged with waves that seemed thrust up in points like rocks.”; “I 
must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky.”; “All I ask is a windy day with the white 
clouds flying). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a 
unified whole (In “Excerpt, In the story it says, Also, It said, This allows us to, Overall). A formal style is 
established and maintained through the use of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (waves, 
scary attitude, The narrator made the sea seem calm, windy and cloudy days). The concluding statement 
follows from the topic and information presented (Overall, the point of view of the sea differs in “Excerpt 
from The Open Boat” and “Sea Fever.” The men in “Excerpt from The Open Boat” do not like the sea in 
their situation. The narrator in “Sea Fever” feels calm with the sea, and wants to visit it). The response 
demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (skys). 
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GUIDE PAPER 7a
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GUIDE PAPER 7b
 

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)
 

This response introduces a topic that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (The ocean is 
the focus in these passages. They both enjoy the ocean. It is an important part of their lives). The response 
demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (In “Sea Fever” the author is in more of a serene setting 
and in “Excerpt from “The Open Boat” it is not as peaceful; The author in “Sea Fever” is enjoying every 
second when it comes to the water). The response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence 
(A whole crew is doing their job). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate 
transitions to create a unified whole (They both, In “Sea Fever”, and in “Excerpt from, In conclusion, 
Some, while the other). The response establishes but fails to maintain a formal style, with inconsistent use 
of language and domain-specific vocabulary (They both enjoy the ocean, A whole crew, water affects both 
people’s lives, important to many people). The concluding section follows generally from the topic and 
information presented (In conclusion, the water affects both people’s lives. Some are always at sea while 
the other wants to go back desperatly. The sea is important to many people including the people in these 
passages). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors 
that do not hinder comprehension (desperatly). 
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
 
43 

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces a topic that follows generally from the task and purpose (The story “The Open 
Boat” and the poem “Sea Fever’ both share many similarities and many differences in attitude toward the 
sea). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (In the story “The Open Boat” the 
attitude toward the sea is more of a down attitude; The author makes the mood more down and serious; In 
the poem “Sea Fever” the authors attitude toward the ocean is more loving; but the poem is the authord 
dream). The topic of the essay is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence, some of which 
may be irrelevant (The story talks about how their ship has sank and they are stuck on a smaller boat; 
The caption of the ship has been injured; The author talks about how he needs to go back to the sea, 
and how the sea is calling his name). The response exhibits some attempt at organization and establishes 
but fails to maintain a formal style, with inconsistent use of language and domain-specific vocabulary 
(many differences in attitude). The concluding sentence follows from the topic and information presented 
(Although both the poem and the strory both talk about the sea, they both have a differnt attitiude toward 
the ocean). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may 
hinder comprehension (their ship has sank, The caption of the ship, authord dream). 
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GUIDE PAPER 9
 
43 

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces a topic that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (The attitude is 
the tone that author gives throughout the story). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of 
the texts (In the stroy “ Excerpt from The Opening Boat” the attitdue towards the ocean is the it is this 
scary thing and tht it is dangerous and The attitude in the story “Sea forever” towards the ocean is that 
the ocean is a wonderful place and it is your guide to life ). The response demonstrates an attempt to 
use minimal evidence which is generally invalid (“ You do not want fall in the water it is dangerous and 
it is harmful.”; In the story “ Sea Forever” the author explains how you should go back to the ocean). 
The response exhibits some attempt at organization. The response establishes but fails to maintain a 
formal style, with inconsistent use of language and domain-specific vocabulary (this scary thing and keep 
going back until you reaxh your goal). The concluding statement follows generally from the topic and 
information presented (That is the way that the author attitude affected the story “Excerpt from The open 
Boat” and Sea Forever.”). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some 
errors that may hinder comprehension (attitude is the tone that author gives, In the stroy, The Opening 
Boat, the attitdue). 
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43 
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GUIDE PAPER 10b
 

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces a topic that follows generally from the task and purpose (The point of view is 
different. In “Excerpt from The open Boat” and “Sea fever”. The is also a difference in attitude). The 
response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (The point of view is different In “Excerpt from 
The Open Boat” because it puts into perspective what is to be out in the open sea; The Attitute is positive; 
In “Sea Fever” the point of view is that the sea is a calm place. The attitute is that many people don’t like 
the sea because of that reason). The response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence which is 
generally invalid or irrelevant (When you are in the open sea help is not near and you have to do thing 
by yourself.). The response exhibits some attempt at organization with inconsistent use of transitions (In 
“Excerpt from, because, This). The response lacks a formal style, using language that is imprecise or 
inappropriate for the texts and task (what is to be out, you have to do thing by yourself, This is the difference 
and Attitude). The concluding statement follows generally from the topic and information presented (This 
is the difference and Attitude in both text). The response demonstrates lack of command of conventions, 
with frequent errors that hinder comprehension (The is also, do thing, The Attitute, both text). 
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GUIDE PAPER 11                       Additional
 
43 

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces a topic that follows generally from the task and purpose (In both text “Sea 
Fever” and “Excerpt from The Open Boat”, the people in it have diffrent attitudes and diffrrences in 
them). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (The attitude in”Sea Fever” is that the 
author wants to be in the sea badly. Yet, in the othe text the authors/ characters want out of the ocean as 
soon as they can). The response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence (In “Sea Fever” the 
author says “I must go down to the seas again”). The response exhibits little attempt at organization. The 
response lacks a formal style, using language that is imprecise or inappropriate for the texts and task (the 
people in it, diffrrences in them, characters want out of the ocean, he wishes he was out). The response 
does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions. 
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GUIDE PAPER 12
 
43 

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points) 

The response introduces a topic that follows generally from the task and purpose. This response demonstrates 
little understanding of the texts (The point of veiews on the ocean differ because in “Open Boat” the 
perspective is somewhat negative, while in “Sea Fever” the veiew is more positive. This conveyed through 
the word choice of each passage, the characters, and the setting). The response provides no evidence. The 
response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response 
demonstrates lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors that hinder comprehension (This 
conveyed through the word choice). 
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GUIDE PAPER 13
 
43 

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points) 

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the texts and task (The point of view of these 2 
storys are diffrent because of the form they were told in. “Sea fever” was told in 1st person unlike “Excerpt 
from the open boat” which was told in third person). The response provides no evidence. The response 
exhibits no evidence of organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates 
a lack of command of conventions (2 storys and point of view . . . are diffrent). 
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GUIDE PAPER 14                       Additional
 

43 

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points) 

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the texts and task (“excerpt from the open boat” is 
the same as “sea fever” because they both talk about the love for the sea). The response provides evidence 
that is completely irrelevant ( for ecample it says “the cook squatted in the bottom). The response exhibits 
no attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response is minimal, making 
assessment of conventions unreliable. 
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